
WORK EXPERIENCE

Undertook a valuable internship at National Chin Yi University, where
I worked as a full-stack developer on an IoT-based project called the
’Greenhouse Project.
Developed a user-friendly website to collect and display greenhouse
data using .

 INTERN

National Chin Yi University Of Technology, Taiwan
Jan 2020 - Apr 2020

 Gloitel Consulting Pvt. Ltd. Raipur(C.G.)
BACKEND DEVELOPER Feb 2022 -  Present

SKILLS

Python

Django

C Language

C++

HTML

CSS

SQL

Bootstrap -with First Division 61%
S.S. Kalibadi H.S. School, Raipur
10th

-with Second Division 59%
-Science(Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics)
S.S. Kalibadi H.S. School, Raipur
12th

Jul  2012 -Apr 2013

Jul 2014 -Apr 2015

-with First Division 64.2%
-Graduated in computer applications

Jul  2015 -May 2018Pragati College, Raipur
Bachelor in computer applications

- Post Graduated in computer applications. 
- with First Division(Honors)74.6%

Jul  2018 -Aug 2020Bhilai Institute of technology, Durg
Masters in computer applications

EDUCATION HISTORY

PROJECTSUipath

Prateek Kumar
Lodhi

+91 9754221990
+91 9685160411

gomailprateeklodhi@gmail.com

https://github.com/Prateeklodhi

JavaScript

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
prateek-lodhi-60623195/

GLT-TOOL

ASSISTENT PROFESSOR Aug 2020 - Nov 2021

Raipur Institute of technology, Raipur (C.G.)

Spearheaded the development and implementation of a ticketing tool
using Django that effectively solved the ticket generation problem
faced by the helpdesk team.
Streamlined the entire ticket generation process, resulting in
enhanced efficiency and improved response time for the helpdesk
team.
Successfully deployed the ticketing tool, which is now live and
catering to a user base of 10-12 individuals.

Educated and mentored students of the Computer branch, including
MCA (30 students) per semester and BCA (60 students) per year.
Developed and delivered comprehensive lectures on Python, C, and
C++ for MCA and BCA students, fostering their programming skills
and problem-solving abilities

Actively involved in multiple projects, utilizing my expertise in
Django to develop robust and efficient backend solutions.
Recognized for exceptional performance and dedication, resulting in
my selection as the Employee of the Month.
Collaborating with cross-functional teams to design and implement
scalable and secure APIs, ensuring seamless communication
between frontend and backend components

Django-
RestFramework

https://github.com/Prateeklodhi
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%20prateek-lodhi-60623195
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%20prateek-lodhi-60623195


DEVSEARCH
Created a community project called ”DevSearch” to enhance my skills in Django and web development.
The project aims to enable developers to share their projects with other developers, fostering collaboration
and feedback.
 Implemented features that allow developers to contact the project uploader, provide reviews, post comments,
and engage in chat discussions.
Developed a user-friendly interface using Django, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to ensure a smooth user
experience..
Continuously enhancing the project with new features and improvements to keep it dynamic and engaging.

Played a pivotal role in successfully developing and launching Gloitel’s live website. I worked as Back-End
Developer.
Contributed to both the frontend and backend aspects of the project as a full-stack developer.
Collaborated with a cross-functional team to design and implement responsive user interfaces and backend
functionality.

GLOITEL WEBSITE

Implemented functionalities to extract and store images, enabling users to efficiently bookmark images within
the application.

BOOKMARK

Led the development of an IoT-based ”Greenhouse Project,” creating a website to collect and display
greenhouse data using sensors
Collaborated with a cross-functional team to design and implement responsive user interfaces and backend
functionality.
Implemented RESTful APIs to communicate between frontend and backend, ensuring real-time data updates. 
Conducted comprehensive testing and debugging to identify and resolve issues, resulting in a stable and
reliable product.

HONORS & AWARDS

 Employee of the month, Gloitel Consulting PVT. LTD.
Organizing Member at IDT-MDI held at Bhilai Institute of Technology, Durg
Organizing Member at OJAs 2019 LAN gaming held at Bhilai Institute of Technology,
Durg
Participated in  MCACON 18 Paper Presentation held at Bhilai Institute of Technology,
Durg
Participated in Jaipuria Quiz League 2017 held at Pragati college
Participated in Entrepreneurship awareness camp organized by CITCON 2016 held at
Pragati College, Raipur.
Participated in Talent Olympics LAN Gaming 2013 held at Santosh Rungta Group Of
Institutions Bhilai

GREEN HOUSE IOT

CERTIFICATES

AWSomeDay Certificate of attendance.
Python Django Complete Course.
 UI-path academy certificates.


